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SUPPLEMENT TO: A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF
LOW-SPEED AIRFOILS
Richard Eppler* and Dan M. Somers
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
Three new options have been incorporated into an existing computer
program for the design and analysis of low-speed airfoils. These options
permit the analysis of alrfoils having variable chord (variable geometry), a
boundary-layer displacement iteration, and the analysis of the effect of
single roughness elements. All three options are described in detail and are
included in the FORTRAN IV computer program which is available through COSMIC.
INTRODUCTION
A conformal-mapping method for the design of airfoils with prescribed
velocity-distrlbution characteristics, a panel method for the analysis of the
potential flow about given airfoils, and a boundary-layer method have been
combined. With this combined method, airfoils with prescribed boundary-layer
characteristics can be designed and airfoils with prescribed shapes can be
analyzed. All three methods and the FORTRAN IV computer program for the
numerical evaluation of these methods are described in reference I.
Three new options have been incorporated into the computer program
described in reference I. The previous version of the program (ref. l) was
capable of analyzing an airfoil with a simple flap. In the present version,
an option has been added which allows the analysis of an airfoil having
variable chord (variable geometry). The method of reference I did not contain
a boundary-layer displacement iteration. An iteration procedure has been
included in the present version. The third option to be added permits the
analysis of the effect of single roughness elements. The input for all three
options is described in detail.
Use of trade names or names of manufacturers in this report does not
constitute an official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either
expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
*Professor, University of Stuttgart, Stuttgart, West Germany.
SYMBOLS
Valuesare given in SI units.
Cf boundary-layer skin-frlction coefficient
c airfoil chord, m
Cd section profile-drag coefficient
cI section lift coefficient
cm section pitching-moment coefficient about quarter-chord point
h height of roughness element normal to surface, m
Is lower surface
R Reynolds number based on free-streem conditions and airfoil chord
Rh Reynolds number based on local conditions and height of roughness
element
U potential-flow velocity, m/s
U® free-stream velocity, m/s
uh x-component of velocity in turbulent boundary-layer at height of
roughness element, m/s
us upper surface
v local velocity on airfoil, m/s
x airfoil abscissa, m; axls in streamwise direction, tangential to
surface
xR chord location of roughness element, m
y airfoil ordinate, m
angle of attack relative to zero-lift line, deg
A incremental change in quantity
61 boundary-layer displacement thickness, m
6
2 boundary-layer momentum thickness, m
kinematic viscosity, m2/s
p air density, kg/m 3
TO shear stress at wall, kg/m.s 2
PROGRAM AVAILABILITY
The program is available at a nominal fee through the following
organization:
Computer Software Management Information Center (COSMIC)
I12 Barrow Hall, University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602
Request the program by the designation PROFILE LAR-12727.
VARIABLE GEOMETRY
The previous version of the computer program (ref. l) allowed the shape of
an airfoil analyzed by the panel method to be altered so as to correspond to
the deflection of a simple flap. Thus, that version only permitted the rota-
tion of a portion of the airfoil, the flap, about a specified hinge point.
Chord-lncreasing flaps were not allowed. The present version of the program
can analyze this form of variable geometry. It should be noted that, while the
airfoil shape which results from the exercise of this option does have an
increased chord, it does not contain a slot and, thus, is still a single-
element as opposed to a multi-element airfoil. An application of thls capa-
billty Is described in reference 2.
FLAP Card
The variable-geometry option is selected by setting NUPU = 1, 2, 3, or 4
on the FLAP card.
NUPA, NUPE, and NUPI are neglected.
NUPU = l - The F-words specify the points to be deleted. The five digits
of Fi are denoted _aabb. Points aaa through aaa + bb
are deleted. If bb 00, only point aaa is deleted.
It is recommended that the F-words be specified wlth decreasing values of
aaa as the points after point aaa (higher point number) are renumbered. This
means that aaa for Fl should be greater than aaa for F2 wnlcn should be
greater than aaa for F3 and so on.
Only one FLAP card with NUPU = 1 is allowed.
NUPU - 2 - The F-words speclfy points to be added to the upper surface.
The new points are added after the point on the upper surface
having the greatest x/c remaining after the deletions which
resulted from the FLAP card wlth NUPU - I. Thus, If point l
(x/c - I) was not deleted, only points with x/c • l can be
added.
O.OIF 1 = Xl/C _5.41
O.O1F2-Yl/C [FS.4]
(F3,F 4) = (x2/c,Y2/C) and so on
It should be noted that the new points must be tn order of increasing x/c.
NUPU = 3 - The F-words spectfy points to be added to the lower surface.
The F-words are Interpreted Just as they are for a FLAP card
with NUPU= 2.
NUPU = 4 - The F-words specify additional points to be spllned in between
the points available so far. The F-words are Interpreted just
as they are for an FXPR card. (See Rf. I, p. 45.)
It should be remembered that the points are renumbered during the
execution of each of the preceding FLAP cards.
The panel method ts called automatically after a FLAP card with NUPU = 4
is read. Following this card, any other cards (in theproper sequence, of
course) are allowed except another FLAP card. Only afrfoil coordinates gener-
ated in the design mode or read tn following an FXPR card can be altered by
FLAP cards with NUPU = l, 2, 3, and 4. Thus, a FLAP card with NUPU = 1, 2,
3, or 4 cannot follow another FLAP card.
Example
The following card sequence illustrates the use of the variable-geometry
option.
4
TP_I g_4 _50 900 _o40 900 30_0 lOgO 000 l_OO _350 1_0 3550 _OO 4350 _00
T_I _4 4_TO _00 4750 1#)'#)'49_0 000 5150 _00 gOOP 400
TRA_ _g4 400 1_50 _00 1#).00 7?0 4#).0 _50 _#00 _0_ 71n 1_0 3_0 000 PO0
e_| 4 _H_1_n_j_p_6__M__jH_-j
FE_P I 57#),9 700 500 _01
! 4
FL_ = 3 _.4(_0 __t.,¢, 9_f)0 -29#).|0_n0 -49#)'1°000 -9#).0
Ft_A_ 45_o4005170050_0049-o#),00_700013_0
_EF ._ l 000
$ i I Ill II I& _ I,_ k& _1 i II_ II 1 I i I1 I IIM Ill I I _ i 1_41_44 ill; _ J_ NM mm Nil U $11 Ill _O_llltl_ I H _ _I I I rl I I nJ
E_II'F
_l!Of'O -35017000 -900
The first FLAP card deletes points 52 through 61 as well as polnts 7, 5,
3, and 2 (in the x-y-v listing, N = 51 through 60, 6, 4, 2, and 1). If the
chord is to be increased, some of the potnts near the trailtng edge shoul_ be
deleted. In other words, a short distance between points is required near the
new trailing edge, not the old one. The second FLAP card specifies two points
for the extension _f the upper surface: (x/c = 1.1000,y/c = -0.0350) and(x/c = 1.2000,y/c -0.0900). The third FLAP card specifies four points for
the extension of the lower surface: (x/c = 0.8400,y/c = -0.0265),
Ix/c = 0.9600,y/c -0.0290), (x/c • 1.0800,Z(c • -0.0490), and
x/c ].2000,y/c _ -0.0900). The fourth FLAP card inserts in the equiangular-
spacing mode (ref. l) four points between points 52 and 53, two points between
points 51 and 52, two points between points 50 and 51, two points between
points 49 and 50, two points between points 2 and 3, and three points between
points 1 and 2. The panel, method is called automatically after the fourth
FLAP card.
This card sequence plots lnto one diagram (fig. 1) the velocity distribu-
tions for airfoil 664 with and without the^variable-geometry flap extension.
Two velocity distributions, each at a - 0_ relative to the chord line, are
plotted. The following x-y-v listings are also generated.
AIPFOIL 664 16,63Z
N X Y
0 1.00000 0.00000
1 .gqeZ3 "_00092
2 ,98597 .003_1
3 .qb923 ,oo8el
4 ,q4774 ,014_1
5 ,92110 ,02193
6 ,B8964 ,0300_
7 .e5407 .03_27
B ,81512 .04947
9 .7735_ .06020
10 ,73t08 .07122
11 ,6E54q ,0_197
12 .b4C43 .O9167
13 ,5949? ,09937
14 .54_69 .104U2
I_ ._Olb7 .I0940
16 .45437 ,llOZg
17 .40727 .llObO
18 ,36Cg7 ,10939
19 .31564 .10670
20 .27205 .10262
21 .23051 .0Q720
22 .19145 .09055
_3 .I_21 .0Q_77
74 .12216 .07401
2_ .09_5_ ,06441
26 .06074 ,05416
Z? ,04487 ,04348
28 ,02714 .03261
29 .01371 ,02183
30 .0046B .01155
31 .00023 ,00229
32 ,00346 -,00521
33 ,00903 -.01173
34 ,02234 -,01817
3_ .04097 -.02423
36 ._6471 -,02979
37 .09334 -,034P?
38 .126_1 -.03936
30 ,163R0 -,04341
40 ,20474 -,04bg3
4] ,24F82 -,04_90
4_ .29_52 -.05Z29
43 .34429 -,05406
0,00
VELOCITY 01STRI_UTION5 FOE THE ABOVE ANGLES OF ATT&CK tELAT[VE I0 THE CHOR0 L1NE
,773
,862
,934
.978
1,020
1.048
1.081
1,121
1.167
l,2ZO
1,2Bl
1.31B
1.3Zb
1.331
1.334
1,335
10335
1,334
1.330
1.324
1.315
1.301
1.281
1,252
1.211
1,1_0
1.058
.909
.661
.lq7
056_
.B4Z
oq54
1.004
1.028
1,039
1,04b
1,052
1.057
1,060
1,064
1.066
&
AIRFOIL 664 16,63_
N x Y
44 .39452 -.05527
45 .44556 -%0_?Z
_b .49678 -.05546
47 .5475q -.05433
4B .59719 -,05719
49 .64512 -.04567
_O ,69117 -,0432Z
51 .73561 -.0_67
5E .77909 -oOEb_3
53 .8221q -,01_37
_4 ,8639q -,00_0=
55 .907_0 -,002Z4
_6 ,93_41 .0010Z
57 .9639_ .O01qB
_8 .q8400 .00142
59 .99b0_ .00045
60 1,0OOO0 -,OCO00
ALPHAO • 3.B5 DEGOEES
0,00
VELOCITY DISTP|BUTIONS FOR THE ABOVE ANGLES OF ATTACK RELAT|VE TO THE CHORD LINE
1.070
!.074
1.079
I,OE4
1,OqO
1,096
1,076
1,036
.957
,B75
,823
,7_7
,761
.751
.7_7
,767
,773
CMO • *.0909 ETA • 1,131
VARIABLE GEONETRY AIRFOIL 664
DELETED POINTS 52 THROUGH bl
DELETEO POINT ?
DELETED POINT
DELETED POINTS Z THROUGH 3
INSERT_O POINT ON UPPFR SUPrACF AT
INSERTE_ POINT ON UPPED SUPFACE AT
IF!SERTEO POINT ON L_W_ SUQFACE AT
|NSEPTED POINT nN LOWE_ SURFACE AT
INSERTEO PO|_T CN LOWER SURFACE AT
INSfRTED POINT ON LO_ER SURFACE AT
XlC • 1.1000 YIC * -°0350
XlC • 1,2000 YIC • -.0900
XlC • .B400 YIC • -.0765
XIC • .9600 YIC • -,02go
XlC • 1,0_00 YI¢ • -.0490
X/C • l,ZOO0 Y/C • -,OSOO
" "," " • e,
?
PANEL HETH_O A]_FOIL
A[RFnIL bb4
N X "" Y
0 1,20000 -,0_000
1 1,19373 -.08b20
2 1.17200 -,07496
3 1.14791 -.0570_
4 l.lOC_O -o03500
5 1.07054 -,02Z94
6 1.03709 -.01132
? 1.00000 0.00000
.96923 .00381
.Q2110 .02193
10 .85407 .03Q27
11 ._1_12 .04942
IZ .77353 .0_020
'13 ,7303B .07122
14 ,68549 .07197
15 .64G_3 .09167
16 .a0497 .00937
17 .54e69 .10482
18 .50167 .10840
lq .45437 .11029
Z0 .40727 .11060
21 ,3_0_7 .I093_
22 .31_64 .10670
23 ,2720_ .1026_
24 ,23051 .Oq?20
25 .lgl_5 .09056
26 .15521 ,08277
27 .l??lb .O7401
28 ,09258 .06441
Z9 .06674 .05416
30 .04_87 .04348
31 .02714 .03261
_2 ,01371 .02183
33 .0046E ,01155
3_ ,00023 ,00229
35 .00146 -.OO$Zl
3b .00q03 -,01173
77 ,02234 -.01817
38 .040_7 -.02423
39 .06471 -.02979
_0 .09334 -.J3482
41 .126s] -.C3936
664 CA • 1,58921* 6.78770 aLPHA3 -13.1B DEGeEES
16.63_ THICKNESS O.OO_ FLAP O.O0 DEGREES OEFLECT|ON
O.OO
VELOCITY DISTR[BUTIOHS FOR THE ABOYE ANGLES OF ATTACK IEL&T|VE TO THE CHORD L|NE
._1_
.920
1.021
1.137
1.261
1.2qO
1.294
1.285
1,2flb
1,2_4
1.303
1.326
1.359
1,401
1.455
l._lb
1,T54
1.563
I._68
1.572
1.577
1.5_2
1,_89
1.596
1.005
1.614
1.623
1.033
1,b43
1.@52
1.661
1.663
1.661
1,612
1,5_3
.8S_
.072
,263
,479
.597
,k71
.722
AIRFOIL 664
N X Y
42 ._b?BO _,04341
43 .20474 -.0_h93
44 ,Z4_82 -,04q90
45 .29_57 -.05229
46 .34429 -.0_0_
47 .39457 -,05522
48 .445_6 -.O_TZ
49 .49b79 -,0554b
51 ,59719 -,0_Z19
_? .64_12 -,O4Bb7
53 ,69117 -.04322
54 .741P4 -.03641
_ .791_2 -.03041
56 ,84000 -.07_0
57 .881_0 -.0754Z
58 ,9?18e -.O?e3_
59 ,Q60_O -,02900
60 1,00411 -,03401
61 1.04421 -,040T_
67 I.OBO00 -.O4900
63 1,17280 -,06177
64 1.15631 -.07351
65 1.1_047 -.08254
6_ 1,19_10 -,OE_lZ
67 1.20000 -.OqO00
16,b3Z THICKNESS O,OOL FLAP 0.O0 OEGPEES n_FLECTTON
0,00
VELOCITY DISTPtBUTIgNS FOR THE ABOVE ANGLES OF ATTACK RELA[IVE TO THE CHORD LINE
.759
.787
,BO_
,824
,844
,855
.854
,546
,801
.?iT
,700
.66b
.653
,64_
,64?
.644
.647
,660
._98
,736
,757
,T?4
,519
BOUNDARY-LAYER DISPLACEMENT ITERATION
The theoretical results for c. versus cA from the previous version of
the computer program (ref. 1) agree'remarkably_we11 with experlmental measure-
ments. (For example, see ref. 3.} This good agreement, however, does not hold
for c_ versus = or cm versus =, partlcularly for aft-loaded alrfoils
This Is not surprising In that the boundary-layer dlsplacement effect was only
accounted for by reducing the lift-curve slope from Its theoretical value to
2,. An improvement could therefore be expected from a more detailed analysis
of the displacement effect.
There exists, however, a fundamental flaw In the philosophy of the
application of displacement Iterations. All displacement effects are of
second order in boundaw-layer theory (ref. 4). According]y, it is Inconsis-
tent to include the displacement effect while neglecting other pertinent
second-order effects which arise from the pressure gradient normal to the
surface within the boundary layer and other y-component terms tn the Navter-
Stokes equations. This flaw becomes more significant as the boundary-layer
thickness increases.
At the trailing edge, difficult problems arise. The potential-flow
solution yields steep pressure gradients toward the trailin edge which
result tn a very high slope for the displacement thickness, g highThis slope
can result in a rapid divergence for the displacement iteration, even for htgh
Reynolds numbers. The order (quality) of the trailing-edge treatment has a
significant influence on the results. The wake solution incorporated in the
present panel method gives very precise results for the lift coefficients of
airfoils with blunt trailing edges. It, however, also predicts steep pressure
gradients toward the trailing edge which, in turn, accelerate the divergence
of the displacement Iteration. Moreover, this solutton also clearly shows
that the small region which surrounds the trailing edge has a great Influence
on the solutton for the entire airfoil,
One solution to this divergence problem is to artificially smooth the
boundary-layer displacement after each Iteration. But, even If convergence is
obtained and, furthermore, even If smoothing were not required for
convergence, the iteration process would stil] be questionable due to the
neglect of the second-order boundary-layer terms previously mentioned. A
wake solution which minimizes the pressure gradients near the trailing edge
could Improve the iteration process but wouTd not eliminate the fundamental
flaw in philosophy.
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The question remains as to what stmple procedures can be developed to
obtain at least a rough estimate of the displacement effect. As previously
explained, multiple iterations are not logical. Accordingly, in the present
method, only one iteration ts performed. The displacement thickness is
smoothed once and then added to the atrfotl contour. The 1tit and pitching-
moment coefficients are then computed for the new contour and stored. Later
the ltnear portions of the c, - a and cm - a curves are adjusted by a
least-squares fit to these stored values. The separation corrections are then
applied as discussed fn reference 1. Thus, only a few angles of attack require
this displacement iteration. The remaining angles of attack are adjusted
according to the least-squares fft. The dfsplacement effect Is considered to
be linear fn a. A higher-order effect cannot be expected from such a simple
approach.
Thls slmple procedure does not require much computing time. The results,
of course, depend on the smooth!ng process.. In the present version of the pro-
gram, the curvature of _l(X){i.e., -_)Is limited, d_;e limlt can be
specified in the input. This limlt (SLM)is preset to ½_-_< 0.5 (5 SLM).
The single iteration Is initiated by one input card, which must immedi-
ately precede an input card which Initiates a boundary-layer computation
(i.e., an RE , FLZW, or PLW card).
DPIT Card
NUPA, NUPE, NUPI, and NUPU are neglected.
The F-words specify the angles of attack for which a displacement iter-
ation is performed and also the plot mode mbt. The five digits of
Fi are denoted abcde. The variable abc is interpreted as an integer
n and a displacement iteration Is initiated for the nth angle of attack
on the preceding ALFA card. A displacement iteration is performed for each
Reynolds number from the immediately following RE , FLZW, or PLW card.
The variable d determines the plot mode. If d • O, a diagram
contalnlng the airfoil contour (Includlng the displacement thickness) and
the velocity distribution for the angle of attack under consideration Is
plotted after each dlsplacement iteration. The plot mode mbt Is set
equal to d - l and Is described under "DIAG Card" In reference I (p. 52)
and reviewed below.
d = 1 - Axes are drawn, one set of data Is plotted, and the diagram
is terminated (i.e., closed to further plotting).
d = 2 -Axes are drawn, one set of data is plotted, and the diagram
is open to further plotting.
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d - 3 - Noaxes are drawn and one set of data is plotted into the
existing diagram which is then terminated,
d = 4 - No axes are drawn and one set of data is plotted into the
existing diagram which remains open to further plotting.
If d - 2 or 3, the RE , FLZW, or PLW card must specify only one
Reynolds number.
Up to five F-words are allowed which means that displacement iterations
can be performed for up to five angles of attack.
If F5 < 0, the limit for d26-_] is set to SLH - -0.bcde. Thts new
dx2
limit is used until it is reset by another DPIT card with F_ < 0.
Obviously, only four angles of attack can be specified on DP_T cards
with F5 < 0.
Examples
The following card sequences illustrate some of the DPIT-card options.
T_AI 0315 1650 400 1750 100 I_50 400 20Y0 4!0 2?50 430 245(+ 470 2q50 55FI
I*1 ¢_|_|_N_aN_||N|_u_|N|_|||_|_U_N_D_|_n|B_||N||_
TP_! P315 2:350 7!0 _050 103@ nO0 IE70 3_50 30 3450 70 3_50 90 3_70 I00
¢ii I I I I O I |11 Ilq N| Ill ( |Ill IDa|lVl|i) INNI)VIIIelI|O|I¢IqIIH UOXiNiI BmllllOll|¢ll |_ _N i ill |ND I
TRAI 031_ 4070 85 4_50 55 4470 -05 4_70 -I_5 4850 -?_5 6000 lOO
o_l __B_||_|_|_M_N_|_p_m_|qmiI¢4|_uH_u_¢¢_u_||_D_||n|_I
TRA2 0317 400 1650 _00 400 770 _00 1150 200 300 650 300 300 000 000
_o__u_qN__n__V_|_u_NN_N_¢_q_N_
AUF,_ I_ 000 I00 200 300 400 500 E,O0 700 SO0 900
1 I I I I I Ill U q N | | II | mils n IN II I1 II N I) ||| II;lll| ml |qN IN ll |¢1111 N |# I lifl Bill i I| lill#111 ill (11 N i ii n | lira
_q_|_|___|_|_¢_|_u|_|_N_NN_
D_IT II0 510 919
RE 03 200003 6000
i! | i i | I I I mill Ilg#| I II i |Ill |N|||_ INl_ |l#||ll|l|ll_g|||IPqllll |I|IIHI|IPIO| I|llll i _ | || ||ii |RBI
CDCU
_I_II_I_II_N_)N_I_p_N_N_)NH_|_I_I_N_N|u_I_)_qNN_n_
E_D_
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After the RE card is read, displacement Iterations for the first, fifth,
andninth anglesof attack (i.e., a - 0), 4°, and8 rela)Ive to the zero-lift
llne) are performedfor both R - 2 x lO" and R- 6 x IOb. A diagram is
plotted for eachdl)placement iteration. A potential-flow diagram{no dis-
placementiteration) is also plotted (DIAGcard). Thus, one diagramcontaining
lO velocity distributions {DIAGcard) (fig. 2) and slx diagrams containing one
velocity distribution each (DPIT card) (fig. 3) are plotted, The c_ - a
and cm - a portions of the boundary-layer summary and Its plot {CDCL card)
are ad3usted according to the computed displacement effect.
It should be noted that each displacement iteration requires a solution
from the panel method. Thus, for an alrfoll having 61 polnts, each displace-
ment Iteratlon requlres approxlmately 8 seconds CPU tlme on a Control Data 6600
computer.
T_I O_IT 16_P _00 17TO 100 185n 400 20_0 410 _TO 430 _4_0 470 2650 550
io ! I I | I I I Ill III|#_IIII_|IIDa#N|II|||II|Um|WVm|6II_@U4|_II|_IUNNNHg||_|OB|IU||NMqW_||M|I_
TPql O_l_ )_50 710 3050 1030 000 I_70 3250 30 34Tn 70 3650 90 3_50 I00
T_OI 0315 40_0 _T 4_0 5_ 44_0 -0_ 4650 -12T 4950 -365 _000 |00
TRA_ 0315 4QO I_0 _00 400 770 _OO I150 _00 300 _50 300 300 000 000
_FA _ 300 700
_I_ I
_F_ I_ 000 I0_ 200 300 400 500 _00 700 _00 900
_PIT 440 $30
R_ 03 6000
|i m ¢ I I I I I gil iIl|u _ gl) m i|ll |DaN|M |||) U9a _|_|alal|gv|D¢9_n_ll _U_|UI) naNamll|M_amill|| NN |ON | mff g |am )
CDCC
¢_U_#_a_N"_N_|_1NNN_N_¢_qQ_g_|_N_NN_¢_N_N_NN m
I _i_U_H_W_NN_|_||Q_|_||_(|`_]|N_|_|U_N_+||Q|_N||@_|_N|N|_)NN|}
The preceding card sequence plots one diagram (fig. 4) which contains both
potentlal-flow and dlsplacement-lteratlon shapes and veloclty dlstrlbutlons
for a - 30 and 7°. Note that only one Reynolds number Is c_nsldered and that
displacement Iteratlons are only performed for a = 3o and 7°. The boundary-
layer summary which follows contains the adjustments due to the computed dis-
placement effect. AC is the adjusted angle of attack (relative to the zero-
lift line).
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SUPqARY AIRFn|L 315 ANGLE OF ATTACK RELATIVE TO THE ZERO-LXFT L|NE
e ENOXCATES VFLOCITY REDUCT|ON WXTHXN BU_BLE BELOW ,q4
R • 6000000 MU • 3
ALPHA • 0,00 _EGRFES
1 S TURS S SEP CO
UPPER ,STAq 0.0000 ,0030
LOWER .4107 0.0000 .0017
TOTAL CL • 0,000 _n • ,0047
CN • -.066Z AC • ,18
ALPHA • 1.00 DE'eRRS
1 S TUR8 S SEP C_
UPPER ,_ETb O,OOO0 ,0032
LOWER .4086 0.0000 .0016
TOTAL CL • ,110 C0 • .0048
C_ • -.066Z JC • 1.11
ALPHA • E.00 DEGREES
I S TUPB S SFP CD
UPPER .5980 0.0000 .0034
LOWER ,4069 0,0000 .OOX5
TDTAL CL a ,220 _O • ,0049
C_ , -.07DE AC • 2.05
ALPHA • 3.00 DEGREES
1 S TURB S SEP CO
UPPER ,6067 0,0000 ,g036
LOWER ,4052 0.0000 .0015
TOTAL CL • ,330 CO • .0050
CM • -°0722 AC • Z.q8
ALPHA • 4.00 DEGREES
1 S TURB S SEP CO
UPPER ,6|47 0,0000 .O03B
LOVER ,403b 0.0000 ,0014
TOTAL CL • .440 C0 • ,0052
C_ • -.0742 AC • 3.91
ALPHA • 5,00 DEGREES
1 S TUR_ S SEP CO
UPPER *hSb9 O, OC,00 *OUA2
LOWER .4_EE 0.0000 ,0013
TOTAL CL • ,550 C0 • .0056
¢M • -.076Z AC • 4.85
ALPHAO • 2.95 DEGREES
SUM_Aey AIRFrlL 315 ANGLE OF ATTACK RELATIVE TO T_E ZERO-LIFT LINE
• |NOICATF5 ¥ELOC|TY _EUUCTIOq W|TH%N _UBBLE aELOW .94
R • 6000000 HU • 3
ALPHA • 6.00 DEGREES
I S TURR S SEP CO
UPP£| ,_25 0,00_0 .0051
LOWER °400? 0,0000 ,0013
TnTAL CL • ,660 CD • .0G64
C_ • -.O?$Z AC • $,7R
ALPHA • 7.00 DEGREES
1S TUR$ S SEP CO
UPPER .B430 .0006 .0063
LOWER ,3Q92 0,0000 .0012
TOTAL CL • ,769 C_ * ,0C75
CH • -.OeO1 AC • 6.?1
ALPHA • 8,0_ DEGREES
I S TIJP_ S SEP C0
U'PER ,9073 ,O03F ,0074
LOWED °3978 0°0000 ,O01Z
TOTAL CL • ,B?b CO • .0086
CM • -.0813 AC • 7.64
ALPHA • 9.00 DEGREES
1S TURB S SEP CO
UPPER .9467 .0071 .OOB5
LOWER ,396Z 0.0000 ,0011
TOTAL CL • ,gs_ CO • ,0096
C_ • -.0823 AC • _,58
ALPHAO • Z.95 DE_EEk$ •
SINGLE ROUGHNESS ELEMENTS
Recent flight and wind-tunnel experiments indicate that single roughness
elements such as flap and aileron hinges and poorly faired spoilers signifi-
cantly degrade the overall performance of an airplane (ref. 5). With the
previous version of the program (ref. l), only the effect of roughness on
boundary-layer transition could be considered. Fixed transition points could
be specified using transition mode 1 or 2, whereas premature transition due to
distributed rouqhness or free-stream turbulence could be analyzed using
transition modes greater than 3. (See "RE Card," ref. l, p. 56.)
In the present version of the program, an option has been added which
allows the analysis of the effect of single roughness elements on a turbulent
as well as a laminar boundary layer. The method is described in detail in
reference 5 and reviewed below.
The increase A62 of the boundary-layer momentum thickness 62 due to a
single roughness element of height h is assumed to depend only on the local
Uhh
roughness Reynolds number Rh = _ where uh is the x-component of the
velocity in the turbulent boundary layer at a distance h from the surface.
For a turbulent boundary layer, the increase of 62 due to the roughness
element is assumed to be
A62 Uh h
c - 0.15 _ T
where c is the airfoil chord and U= is the free-stream velocity. An expres-
sion for the velocity u is taken from reference 6 and transformed to the
variables available in ire boundary-layer method. This yields
I ,>++s]Uh =C_/_-f 2.17 In(_/_f_R_
= TO )where U is the local potential-flow velocity, Cf _ is the local skin-
pUt
friction coefficient, and R(--_ -_) is the Reynolds number based on free-
stream conditions and airfoil chord. In the skin-friction coefficient, TO is
the shear stress at the wall and p is the air density.
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If the boundarylayer is lamlnar at the position of the roughness element,
transltlon Is assumed to occur at that posltlon. This Is specified as h • 0
which acts as a "latest" transltlon polnt. Upstream of that posltlon, any
transltlon mode except I or 2 (fixed transltlon) Is a11owed. Thls approach is
more 1oglcal for many analyses than flxed transltlon, In front of which no
other transition crlterlon Is applled except transition followlng lamlnar
separatlon. Fixed transltlon (mode 1 or 2) alone could result in delayed
transltlon at some (hlgh) angles of attack - an effect whlch Is obvlously not
Intended.
RE Card
F-words II-14 contain the data for slngle roughness elements. These
words prevlously only contained the transition polnts for transition
modes l and 2 (flxed transltlon).
If F14 < O, F-words 11-14 specify single roughness elements and,
therefore, transition modes 1 and 2 cannot be used. The ftve
digits of Fll - FIA are denoted abbcc. For Fll o FI_, a is
either a blank or O_ For F14, a ts a minus st_ (-)." The digtts
bb specify the location of tile roughness element xR in percent
chord. The digits cc which are read as O.cc speEtfy the roughness
height h in percent chord. Thus, roughness heights can be specified
over the range 0.0001 < h/c < O.OOgg. Fll and FI_ specify roughness
elements on the upper s_rface-whereas F13" and FI_" are for the
lower surface. If xR • 0 is spectfted;-no roughness element is
introduced for that F-word. Thus, O, 1, or 2 roughness elements can
be specified on each surface,
Reyno_l- F are read from each RE card which specifies at least onenumber. The roughness elements remain In effect until an RE card
with F2 # 0 is read.
Roughness elements can only be analyzed at positions which are actual air-
foil coordinates. If xR is specified at an x/c which does not correspond
to any of the alrfoll coordinates, the roughness-element location Is shifted
to the next airfoil coordinate downstream of xR. If there Is no airfoil
coordinate close enough to the desired roughnesS-element location, one can be
inserted using a PAN or FXPR card. (See ref. I.)
Examples
The followlng RE card specifies two roughness elements on the upper
surface at x/c • 0.60 and x/c - 0.80, each with a height h/c - O.OOlO, and
one roughness element on the lower surface at x/c - 0.70, wlth a height
h/c • 0.0015.
I?
The following RE card specifies the same roughness elements on the upper
surface and none on the lower surface.
RE 03 4000 6010 8010 O000-OOU!
|_||_|_||uN||_|||_|_D||p|_|||||_||||_|_gN|6_||M|_N||_||e|B_||p|||M_N|_N||_
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Figure l.- Variable geometry. (Airfoil 664; a • 0° relative to chord line)
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Figure 2. - Diagram wit hout boundary-Iayer displacement i terat i on.
( == 0° - 9°relative to zero-lift line)
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Figure 3.- Diagram with boundary-layer displacement iteration.
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Figure 3.- Continued.
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(c)a -4°; R-2x10 6.
Figure 3.- Continued.
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(d) = -4°; R -6x 106.
Figure 3.- Continued.
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Figure 3.-Continued.
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Figure 4.- Diagram with and without boundary-layer displacement iteration.
( = relative to zero-lift line)

